1st BEHAVIORAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ECONOMICS WORKSHOP OF PARIS-SACLAY
Thursday, May 7, 2015

Location: Amphitheatre Marie Curie, Building d’Alembert, ENS Cachan

Program

9h00-9h30 Welcome Coffee

9h30-9h45 Opening session by Pierre-Paul ZALIO, President of Ecole Normale Supérieure de Cachan

9h45-11h00 Louis LEVY-GARBOUA (Université Paris 1 & CES-PSE). Economics and Psychology

11h00-11h15 Coffee Break

11h15-12h30 Nicolas JACQUEMET (Université de Lorraine & PSE). Commitment and incentives: economic behaviors under oath

12h30-14h00 Lunch (at l’Encyclopédie)

14h00-14h45 Hubert KEMPF (ENS Cachan). Endogenous leadership in tax competition models with market power: Capital distribution matters (with Grégoire Rota-Graziosi)

14h45-15h30 Eduardo PEREZ (Ecole Polytechnique). Communication with evidence in the lab (with Jeanne Hagenbach)

15h30-16h15 François PANNEQUIN (ENS Cachan). Compulsory insurance and voluntary self-insurance: substitutes or complements? A matter of risk attitudes (with Anne Corcos, Claude Montmarquette)

16h15-16h45 Coffee Break

16h45-17h30 Rami BOU NADER (ENS Cachan). How do lab data complement field data? An experimental analysis in the context of car insurance (with Anne Corcos and François Pannequin)

17h30-18h15 André DE PALMA (ENS Cachan). Ordered choice probabilities in random utility Models (with Karim Kilani)

The workshop is organized by CES-Cachan and the Department of Economics and Management, ENS Cachan, with the support of iCODE (Institute for Control and Decision of Paris-Saclay, http://www.icode-institute.fr/).

Organization and contact: N. Etchart-Vincent (nathalie.etchart-vincent@ens-cachan.fr), F. Pannequin (pannequin@ecogest.ens-cachan.fr). Scientific Committee: N. Etchart-Vincent (CNRS, CES-Cachan), F. Pannequin (ENS Cachan), G. Hollard (Ecole Polytechnique)